A systematic shell-model study is performed to study the spectroscopic properties from light to heavy nuclei, such as binding energies, energy levels, electromagnetic properties, and β decays. The importance of cross-shell excitation is shown in the spectroscopic properties of neutron-rich boron, carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen isotopes. A special case is presented for low-lying structure of 14 C. The weakly bound effect of proton 1s 1/2 orbit is necessary for the description of the mirror energy difference in the nuclei around A=20. Some possible isomers are predicted in the nuclei in the southeast region of 132 Sn based on a newly suggested Hamiltonian. A preliminary study on the nuclei around 208 Pb are given to show the ability of the shell model in the heavy nuclei.
Introduction
Many neutron-and proton-rich nuclei are discovered and investigated through the new generation facilities. The nuclear shell model is one of the important methods to study the properties of nuclei from the stability line to the drip line, including the binding energies, energy levels, electromagnetic properties, β decays, and many other properties [1, 2] . But the required calculations are (much) beyond the present computational limitation for many nuclei. Some approximations are suggested to overcome the limitation, such as Monte-Carlo shell model [3] , projected shell model [4] , and so on. Although it is impossible to investigate all nuclei based on the shell-model calculation in a full model space, it is important to perform systematic shell-model study from light to heavy nuclei. A brief introduction of our recent shell-model works will be presented in the present paper.
Shell-model Hamiltonians and results
There are some shell-model Hamiltonians for psd model space, such as MK [5] , WBT [6] , WBP [6] , and recently suggested YSOX [7] . YSOX is based on the monopole based universal interaction V MU [8] , SFO [9] and SDPF-M [10] . The binding energies, levels, electromagnetic properties, and B(GT) transitions of boron, carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen isotopes are well described by YSOX, especially the neutron drip line of carbon and oxygen isotopes. YSOX reconsidered the off-diagonal cross-shell interaction, which connects the N ω and (N + 2) ω configurations, which should play an important role in certain states. For example, both the inclusion of 4 ω configuration and the proper strength of the off-diagonal cross-shell interaction are necessary to describe the low-lying levels, electromagnetic and B(GT) transitions of 14 C [11] . The recently-observed negative states in 17, 19 C are better described by YSOX comparing with the previous Hamiltonians [12] .
The USD family is one of the most successful Hamiltonians in the sd model space, including USD [13] , USDA and USDB [14] . But USD family does not include the isospin asymmetry term and can not discribe mirror energy differences (MED) between the mirror partners. In the proton-rich nuclei around A=20, some MED are very large, which comes from the weakly bound proton 1s 1/2 orbit [15, 16] . The USD family can well describe MED in the nuclei around A=20 after modifications on single particle energies and two body matrix elements related to the proton 1s 1/2 orbit [16] . The modified Hamiltonian gives nice description on the recent measured mass, B(GT) strength and branch ratio of 22 208 Pb as the core, the number of valence (hole) protons and neutrons can not be very large because of the computational limitation. Some further truncation on the occupancy in each orbit make the calculation on nuclei with more valence (hole) protons and neutrons possible. For example, the spin parity of the ground state of 223 Np is observed through α decay and reproduced by the shell-model calculation in a truncated model space [22] . The original computational cost for 223 Np is far beyond the present computational limitation. Some preliminary results on the binding energies and levels of lead, thallium, mercury, gold, and platinum were shown during CGS16 based on a Hamiltonian under preparation [23] . The root mean square between observed and shell-model results is only 158 keV for the binding energies of 40 nuclei in these isotopes.
Summary
The shell model can calculate the medium and heavy mass nuclei with a core, such as doubly magic nuclei 132 Sn and 208 Pb. Some nuclei around 132 Sn and 208 Pb are of highly importance and will be experimentally investigated in the near future. A systematic shell model study should provide many helpful spectroscopic information for the coming experimental study and feedbacks from the nuclear structure to the nuclear force. For example, the shellmodel spectroscopic properties for N=82 and 132 isotones are expected to be important for r-process.
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